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Etere is the Disaster Recovery System for ABS-CBN Philippines

We are proud to announce that ABS-CBN, the number one media 
network in Philippines has once again chosen Etere to deploy a disaster 
recovery system for its main channels. 

Backed by a successful track record, Etere is the trusted broadcast solution 
provider for ABS-CBN for over 15 years. Committed to excellence in service 
integration, Etere has developed and deployed a multi-pronged disaster recovery 
system for ABS-CBN Philippines. 

Disaster Recovery site in Cebu Province, Philippines 
In November 2015, ABS-CBN Philippines will be equipped with a disaster recovery 
site in Cebu Province, Philippines that utilises Etere technology. The main SQL 
servers in Manila will be duplicated and synced seamlessly every 5 minutes with 
the disaster recovery site to ensure perfect alignment of any schedule 
modifications. Synchronisation settings can also be set to on demand. 

This move ensures an automated, consistent and fast duplication of published 
playlists around the clock. The disaster recovery site which will be situated in Cebu 
province also serves as a physical redundancy that safeguards the data duplication 
process against unexpected failures such as earthquakes, flooding and power 
outages. 

About Etere Disaster Recovery System 
Etere Disaster Recovery is a reliable system tool that safeguards the database and 
automation servers against temporary data loss through the seamless recovery of 
data in the event of an emergency. When both the Disaster Recovery and On-Air 
automation are configured to match, Disaster Recovery Automation will be 
perfectly aligned to the On-Air Automation to substitute the crashed automation 
and to ensure a seamless transmission. 

About ABS-CBN 
ABS-CBN Global Ltd is a subsidiary company of ABS-CBN Broadcasting 
Corporation, the leader broadcasting network in the Philippines. In June of 2002 
ABS-CBN Global decided to expand its business abroad, until then it had operated 
only in the Philippines. ABS-CBN operative broadcast complex is located in 
Manila, at the ABS-CBN Broadcasting Corporation Technical Operations Center. 

About Etere Pte Ltd 
Etere, a leading Italian software developer and system integrator, was founded in 
1987 with the mission to design a portfolio of quality solutions for the broadcast 
and media market. Committed to providing quality and service excellence, Etere 
has achieved great success as a worldwide leader with distribution networks in 
Europe, Middle East, Asia Pacific and South America. Etere's team of engineers 
represents a unique cross section of broadcast & IT experience. The company has 
its headquarters in Singapore and development centre in Italy. 
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